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FOREWORD

When Brian Bartes asked me to write the foreword to this book, I was both honored and excited. I often speak to audiences about success, making the most of your life, finding balance and giving back, and have written a number of best sellers with these messages. So Brian and I clearly speak the same language. As I read the manuscript for Life Lessons, I realized the application of the lessons Brian shares, combined with enthusiasm and a positive attitude, have made all the difference in my career, and in my life.

My career in TV journalism began in the ’70s—a time when there were only a handful of women on news programs. As a senior in college, still contemplating what to do with my life, a family friend said television stations were being pressured by the FCC to put women on their newscasts. I called the News Director, and was soon working as a full-time intern.

As I look back on my career, making that call was the most important thing I did, and it’s a key trait in most successful people I’ve interviewed. They don’t wait for
good things to happen, they seize opportunities and they make their own success! If you wait around for something great to happen, you could wait a lifetime.

I approached that first job with enthusiasm, a “key ingredient” in turning an opportunity into a success story. I got a lot of people coffee during that time, but I also made myself so valuable in the newsroom that when bigger opportunities came along, I was well positioned to take advantage of them. You have to be willing to say yes to opportunities, to venture out of your comfort zone and take some risks. Over time, the opportunities I said yes to would include local assignments as a weather girl, consumer reporter, news anchor and street reporter, and eventually co-host of Good Morning America.

People often ask me, “What was the hardest part of doing Good Morning America for 20 years?” I think the biggest challenge was to consistently project—day in and day out—a positive attitude and an exuberance for the day no matter what was happening in my life. I knew that my enthusiasm and my attitude was the first thing the viewer would be exposed to, even prior to the information I had to deliver.

A positive attitude has a tremendous impact on others, but it also has a powerful impact on you. The most important opinion you can possibly have is the one you have of yourself, and the most important things you say
all day long are those things you say to yourself. I truly believe that my positive attitude and my enthusiasm for life have been key elements in helping me get to the top of my profession and making it enjoyable along the way.

Brian is very excited to share *Life Lessons* with you. There is always such a need for inspiration in this world of ours, and you will be inspired by the lessons he shares. You will find amazing, real-life stories of those who dared to dream big and stay the course, despite doubters or adversity. I trust that you will enjoy and benefit from reading this book, just as I did, and I hope you will use it to create and live your best life.

Interestingly, much of my success today revolves around health, home and family. All those “little stories” that I learned in my early days have helped shape every area of my life. I hope they have that same effect on you.

JOAN LUNDEN
Television journalist, best-selling author, motivational speaker, and entrepreneur
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INTRODUCTION

I have studied success my entire adult life. In the last 25 years, I have read hundreds of books and articles about people who have achieved greatness as inventors, artists, scientists, businesspeople, entertainers, and athletes. I have personally met and learned from Super Bowl champions, Olympic athletes, billionaire businessmen, Hollywood actors, and others who have reached the pinnacle of their professions.

My models for success aren’t limited to people whose names you would recognize, because many of life’s greatest inspirations are neither rich nor famous. They are seemingly ordinary people who are have achieved great personal success in their marriages, or as parents, or serving others in a variety of ways. I continue to observe and learn how people create success, in every area of life.

Everyone loves a good secret, and I am constantly on the lookout for “secrets to success.” I suspect that you, too, would enjoy and appreciate the opportunity to learn these “secrets.” The fact is, while infomercials, magazines, and
marketing campaigns would have us believe otherwise, there are no secrets to success. If you’re looking for a magic pill—something that can be quickly obtained and easily applied in order to create immediate success—you won’t find it here. Or anywhere.

What I can offer you is this: While there are no “secrets to success,” there are certain immutable principles—“life lessons” if you will. This book is a compilation of those principles. By learning and applying the lessons contained in this book, you will greatly increase your likelihood of achieving success, however you define it.

*Life Lessons* is written for two groups of people. The first group is children, who are the future of the world. This book started out as a way to gather in one place the most important lessons I wanted my own children to learn. I hope you will be inspired to give this book to your children, and to the high school and college graduates in your life—that they will learn, embrace and apply these lessons, and that their lives will be better for having done so.

As much as *Life Lessons* started out as a book for young people, I realize that it also provides an opportunity for adults to learn these important principles for success. It is never too early to start learning these lessons, and it is never too late to begin applying them in your own life.
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As you read *Life Lessons*, I hope it will move you to create greater success in your life, and that your actions will make a positive impact in the world.

BRIAN BARTES
SECTION I
LIFE LESSONS
“These motivation tapes have really inspired me! I’m going to make a million dollars, buy my own company and retire early. Then I’m going to write a screenplay, cure a disease and give all the profits to charity. And tomorrow I’ll do even MORE!”
CHAPTER I

DREAM BIG DREAMS

Cherish your visions and your dreams, as they are the children of your soul—the blueprints of your ultimate achievements.
—NAPOLEON HILL

A CELL PHONE SALESMAN SINGS OPERA

It was March 17, 2007. Simon Cowell’s new show, Britain’s Got Talent, was holding auditions at the Wales Millennium Centre in Cardiff, Wales. Paul Potts, a 36-year-old cell phone salesman, strolled awkwardly onto the stage.

He stepped in front of the microphone, and stood nervously in the cheap suit he had just purchased for the audition. His appearance was further diminished by the sight of a chipped tooth, which was damaged in a childhood accident.
When he announced to the judges that he was going to sing opera, their eyes rolled in disbelief. Based on what they had seen so far, the judges and audience undoubtedly thought Potts was about to make a fool of himself. In fact, even Potts seemed to doubt his ability. After all, his only experience had been singing in the school and church choirs when he was younger. Later, he would state that being bullied in school probably had an influence on his lack of self-confidence.

Then the tenor from south Wales opened his mouth, and started to sing. Just 10 seconds into Giacomo Puccini’s “Nessun Dorma,” everyone knew they were listening to something quite extraordinary. Within 20 seconds, the audience of 2,000 began cheering loudly. By the end of the performance, many in the audience (and one of the judges) had been brought to tears by the amazing performance they had just witnessed. Potts received a standing ovation.

“Simply magical,” said Simon Cowell. “Incredible,” agreed fellow judge Piers Morgan. The third judge, Amanda Holden, was moved to tears, and said his voice had left her covered in goosebumps. “We were not expecting that,” said Cowell.
Potts went on to win *Britain’s Got Talent*, and performed later that year at the *Royal Variety Performance*, in front of Queen Elizabeth.

“By day, I sell mobile phones,” said Paul Potts. “My dream is to spend my life doing what I feel that I was born to do . . . to sing opera.”

**A Billion Servings of Chicken Soup**

Mark Victor Hansen and Jack Canfield already had successful careers when their first *Chicken Soup for the Soul* book was published in 1983. Part of their early success in selling and professional speaking was due to the inspirational and motivational stories they would tell. By the time they gathered the collection of 101 stories that would comprise their first book, Hansen and Canfield had already created big dreams for *Chicken Soup for the Soul*. Their initial dream was to sell 150,000 copies the first year and 1 million copies the second year. They hoped to create a book that would make a huge difference in the world. But they far surpassed that dream. Before long, they had dozens of titles, and had sold over 50 million books.

Rather than resting on their laurels, they decided to create a bigger dream. They are now on a mission to sell

---

*As long as you’re going to be thinking anyway, THINK BIG.*

— Donald Trump
one billion *Chicken Soup for the Soul* books. So far, there are almost 200 *Chicken Soup* titles with more than 112 million books sold in more than 40 languages!

Hansen and Canfield wrote in *Chicken Soup for the Soul: Living Your Dreams*: “We have learned that as soon as you commit to a big dream and really go after it, not only will your creative mind come up with big ideas to make it happen, you will also start attracting the people you need in your life to make your dream come true.”

**IT ALL BEGAN WITH A MOUSE**

Walter Elias Disney grew up on a family farm in Marceline, Missouri. As a young boy, he loved to draw. Though money was tight and the chores needed to be done, his mother and older brother encouraged Walt to pursue his passion. After studying art and photography in high school, he took night classes at the Chicago Art Institute.

Walt’s dream was to become an animator and create a cartoon character that he would be remembered by. He based the character on a pet mouse he had while working in Kansas City. Walt named the mouse “Mortimer,” but his wife thought the name didn’t suit the mouse’s character. Walt renamed the character “Mickey Mouse.”

Today the name “Walt Disney” is synonymous with cutting-edge animation, award-winning entertainment, and quintessential theme parks. But back then Disney
was turned down for jobs and told he lacked talent. Since others wouldn’t hire him, Walt started his own company. It soon went bankrupt. With only $20 in his pocket, Walt headed to Hollywood to pursue his dreams. The rest is history. Walt Disney went on to become one of the largest influences in 20th century entertainment, and one of the most prolific and well-known producers in the world. Disney dared to do what other animators didn’t, and as a result became one of the industry’s most important innovators.

Walt Disney proved that the largest dreams have no boundaries or timelines, and have the ability to positively impact others long after the dreamer is gone.

And it all started with a mouse . . . and a dream.

All our dreams can come true, if we have the courage to pursue them.
—Walt Disney

It Starts With a Dream

If you ever want to learn about the concept of “dreaming big dreams,” talk to a child. For children, no dream seems too big. When asked what they want to be when they grow up, kids say things like “I want to be a fireman,” or “I want to be a doctor,” or “I’m going to be an astronaut!”
When you talk to children about what they want to do, their responses have no boundaries. “I want to build the world’s tallest skyscraper.” “I want to eat ice cream on the moon.” “I want to dig to China!”

Kids grow up with heroes all around them. Some heroes play sports such as basketball, football, and golf. Others are “superheroes,” whose powers are limitless, and who appear larger than life on movie screens and in comic books. Even “ordinary” people are viewed as heroes by children whose parents, teachers, and other mentors have made a positive impact on their lives.

Children possess a beautiful innocence about the world. A refreshing naiveté of what is truly possible.

Of course, our child-like perception of the world changes as we grow older. Those with good intentions start to “protect” us from the harsh realities of our world today. At first, they explain that our dreams might not come true. They mean well as they prepare us for the possibility of failure, and soften the blow of inevitable defeat.

As children grow up, they are advised by those around them to forego goals and dreams that get labeled as “unrealistic” at best, or “impossible” at worst. They are encouraged to pursue a more conservative life path than

Dreams come a size too big so we can grow into them.
—Author unknown
the one described in their dreams. “Settle down and find a job,” they are advised. “Preferably something dependable, with a regular paycheck and health insurance.”

All the while, the unsupportive messages seep into their subconscious. They are reinforced by experiences which tend to support the idea that dreaming big dreams is a path to disappointment.

Eventually, most people let their dreams die. They are consoled by others who have traveled down a similar road. Their dreams for the future get tucked into the past, together with their Lego® toys and their astronaut uniform.

**Hold Onto Your Dreams**

Your dreams are seeds that grow and take on a life of their own. They inspire you to take the actions necessary to make them come true. The more you dream, the more you are inspired. The more inspired you are, the more actions you take. This continues, until one morning you wake up to find that your dream has come true.

Everything great that has ever been accomplished started with a dream. Here are a few examples:

- Katie Couric dreamed of becoming a news anchor. She held onto her dream, even after being pulled off the air by a CNN executive who told her she had no future. After co-hosting the *Today Show* for 15 years, Couric
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became the first solo female news anchor for a major network’s nightly news. She also became the highest paid news anchor at the time, earning a reported $15 million per year.

• Jim Carrey dreamed of being a successful Hollywood movie star. Long before he was famous, Carrey wrote a check to himself for $10 million. On the memo line, he wrote “For Services Rendered.” He carried the check in his wallet for years, occasionally pulling it out to remind himself of his dream. Carrey’s dream eventually came true, making him one of the highest-paid entertainers in the movie business.

• Mary Kay Ash “envisioned a company in which any woman could become just as successful as she wanted to be. The doors would be wide open to opportunity for women who were willing to pay the price and had the courage to dream.” Although Ash sold only $1.50 in products at her first beauty show, she never lost sight of her commitment to making life better for women. Today, Mary Kay® is one of the world leaders in the beauty care industry. More importantly, the company continues to inspire, enrich, and empower women to achieve their potential and bring their dreams to life.
Dream Big Dreams

What do all of these people have in common? They dreamed big dreams, and they held onto those dreams until they came true. This is a characteristic common in all great achievement. David McClelland, a Harvard psychologist who has studied high achievers, has concluded that people who are successful have one thing in common: they are constantly dreaming about how to achieve their goals.

Take a few minutes right now to define your dream. Think about what life would be like if you accomplished it. If you don’t know where to begin, start by asking yourself these questions:

- If you could be, do, or have anything in the world, what would you want?
- What would you attempt to do if you knew you could not fail?

Commit to Your Dream

In his well-known book on success, *Oh, The Places You’ll Go*, Dr. Seuss introduces something he calls “The Waiting Place.” This is the place where many people become stuck. They don’t have the courage to pursue their dream, because they are afraid of failing. They know they need to do something,
but fear and indecision keeps them stuck in neutral. Deep down they think their dreams are unrealistic or silly, or they just don’t think they have it in them to do what it takes to succeed.

How do you get out of the waiting place? By fully committing to the pursuit of your dreams. Once you have defined your dream, you must decide that you are going to go for it, and that nothing is going to stop you.

Create an Action Plan

In order to accomplish your dreams, you must develop a step-by-step plan for getting from where you are to where you want to be. Write down everything that will have to happen to make your dream a reality. Here are some things to consider:

- **A timeframe.** How long will it take to realize your dream?
- **Action steps.** What has to be done, and when will you complete each step?
- **Resources.** How will you accomplish each step? Who else needs to be involved? What support structures will need to be in place?

*The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams.*

—Eleanor Roosevelt
• **Measurement.** The old adage, “what gets measured, gets done” is true. How will you evaluate your progress?

This is the point at which many people put all of this information “in a box” to be taken out at a “more convenient time.” Don’t be one of those people because, for most of them, that time never comes. Instead of putting this information away, act on it right now. You may have to move outside your comfort zone to take the first few steps, and it’s quite likely you’ll encounter challenges. Climb over them, go around them, dig under them, or knock them down.

Remember, everyone who accomplished their dreams started right where you are today. If you continue to take action in the direction of your ideal life, you’ll eventually realize your dreams.

*Encourage Others to Dream Big, Too*

It’s so easy for people to let their dreams die. It happens all the time, for a variety of reasons. Dreams are easily dismissed by those around us, which can cause people to let their dreams go.

Don’t add to this phenomenon. Don’t be a naysayer, someone who dampens the dreams of those around you. Instead, encourage others to dream big, too. Talk to those around you about their goals and aspirations.
Ask them questions, listen to their responses, and provide the kind of support that will inspire them in the pursuit of their dream. Your encouragement will not only help them, but it will inspire you, as well.

Here are a few famous people whose encouragement by others made all the difference in their success:

- Marine life artist Wyland was encouraged by his first-grade teacher, who told him he could be a great artist.
- Ray Charles was encouraged by a local pianist named Wylie Pitman to pursue his dream of playing the piano, despite the fact he was blind.
- Babe Ruth was an orphan who was encouraged by the orphanage priest to pursue professional baseball.

Where would we be as a society if these people had not been encouraged by others? When a dream goes unfulfilled, it’s a huge loss not only for the dreamer, but for those around them, and perhaps even for the world.

What Is Your Dream?

Neil Armstrong dreamed of landing on the moon. Thomas Edison dreamed of creating a simple and inexpensive
source of light. The Wright brothers dreamed of flying a powered machine. Bill Gates dreamed about a computer on every desk and in every home.

What is your big dream . . . and what will you do today to make it come true?

**Life Lessons**

- Take out a piece of paper, and write down the answer to the following questions: If you could be, do, or have anything in the world, what would you want? What would you attempt to do if you could not fail?

- Resolve today that you are going to make your dreams a reality, and that nothing is going to stop you. Write down everything that will have to happen in order for you to make your dreams come true.

- What one action can you take today toward realizing your dreams? Whatever your answer, do it now!

For more stories about people who dream big dreams, visit Brian Bartes’s *Life Lessons* blog: [www.lifelessonsthebook.com/blog](http://www.lifelessonsthebook.com/blog)

*When you want something, all the universe conspires in helping you to achieve it.*

— Paulo Coelho
FREE GIFT!

As a token of my appreciation for reading this book, I would like to send you a free Life Lessons coffee mug. All you need to do is send five personal letters, faxes, or emails to people who know and respect you, recommending they buy and read this book. (A sample letter appears on the following page for your convenience.) Then, send me copies of the five letters, along with your own comments about this book. I’ll send you a coffee mug as a gift. Send everything to Brian Bartes, c/o Life Lessons Coffee Mug, PO Box 700424, Plymouth, Michigan 48170. Sorry, but the offer expires December 31, 2012.
Sample Letter

From: __________________________

Dear: ________________:

I just finished one of the BEST books on success I have ever read, and I thought you would want to know about it. It’s a great book for anyone who wants to improve his or her life. It’s going to change my life in a positive way, and I bet you’ll want to read it, too.


You can thank me later. Get the book now!!

Sincerely,

_______________________________
You can contact Brian Bartes at:

Brian Bartes  
PO Box 700424  
Plymouth, MI 48170  
(734) 254-9970  
brian@lifeexcellence.com

If you would like to set up a speaking engagement for Brian Bartes, please contact him at the above number, or via email.

Brian Bartes works with a very limited number of coaching clients. To inquire about coaching opportunities with Brian, please contact him directly at the above number or email address.
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Quantity Discounts Available
British politician, novelist and essayist Benjamin Disraeli wrote, “The wisdom of the wise and the experience of the ages are perpetuated by quotations.”

*LifeExcellence Treasury of Quotes* condenses into one small book a lifetime of such wisdom. The quotes contained in this anthology will cause you to reflect and ponder their powerful messages. Some, according to Brian Bartes, will have such an impact that you will be inspired to act, to do something that will make a positive impact in the world.

Short enough to be read in one sitting, the 128-page *LifeExcellence Treasury of Quotes* is a place to visit again and again . . . whenever you need a little inspiration.

This deluxe hardcover edition contains a gold foil stamped Kivar simulated leather case and Smythe sewn binding, with a custom-designed gold foil stamped dust jacket. The elegant, old-world craftsmanship makes *LifeExcellence Treasury of Quotes* the perfect heirloom gift for anyone who appreciates the wisdom of quotes.
Praise for

*LifeExcellence*

**TREASURY OF QUOTES**

I love that I have a book that I can go to and find a quote to lift someone’s spirit, motivate, or help make a positive impact on someone’s life. *LifeExcellence Treasury of Quotes* is a treasury of motivation!

— **PATTY LAURENCE, CANTON, MI**

This book is an inspirational collection of wisdom. The words are like quiet whispers, and reading this book felt like “coming home.”

— **MICHELE DEFILIPPO, PHOENIX, AZ**

Each quote in Brian’s book provides an opportunity for unique reflection and inspiration.

— **ALLYSON ABRAM, SAN DIEGO, CA**

For more information, or to order

*LifeExcellence Treasury of Quotes*

[www.treasuryofquotes.com](http://www.treasuryofquotes.com)
Entrepreneurs, Small Business Owners, Self-Employed Professionals, Salespeople and Others:

Are You Ready to Work Less, Make More Money and Have More FUN?

Each month, Brian Bartes interviews entrepreneurs, business leaders, authors and other experts who share their most powerful tips, strategies and secrets for success.

In each interview, you’ll discover:

• Real-world success stories of people who have built six- and seven-figure businesses . . . on their own terms.
• Personal success principles that will help you create the results you want faster, easier, and with greater predictability than you could on your own.
• Money-making strategies so you can increase your income without working more hours to do it.
• Mistakes to avoid along the way, saving you both time and money.
Whether you want to take your already successful business to the next level, or you’re trying to get off the treadmill of stress and overwhelm, Success Circle Monthly will uncover specific strategies to help you achieve your desired outcome.

With each and every interview, you’ll take away actionable, results-oriented ideas that will literally program you for success!

Once you experience the Success Circle Monthly Interview Series you’ll be hooked by the tips, techniques and strategies to make more money in your business, AND have more time to enjoy your life.

For more information, and to secure your free 2-month trial membership, go to:

www.successcirclemonthly.com